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1.

Ansu,er any seven from the follou'ing

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(0
(g)
(h)

questions

What is an IP address?
Give two examples of Reai-time OS.
Which memorl,is said to be volatile? Why it is so called?
Define protocoi.

What is URL?
What is computer virus?
What is the basic difference between vacuum tube and transistor?
What are the full forms ol FDDI, EPROM. BiOS, IEEE?
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2.,1 = I1

2.

Ansr.r,er anv three from the

(u)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

follou'ing

questions

4x3 =

12

What are the main character-istics of super cornputer? Give two examples of super courputer.
What are the major advantages ol magnetic disk?
\Arrite the role of SMPS.

What are the goals of computer networks?
What are the purpose ofusing serial port, paralled port and \,'GA porl?
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3.

Answer any four from the following

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(D

questions

6x4 = 24
Differentiate the term Direct and Random access storage devices.
In which category does a
magnetic disk fall? Give reasons for your answer.
Differentiate between the dial-up and ADSL internet connection.

Discuss mu lLimedia compuring.

Write the functions ofeach components ofa CpU.

Differentiate between static and dynamic RAM.
What are the categories of network? Briefly discuss each of
them.

4.

Answer any five from the following

(a)

questions

l0x5:50

Discuss the important features of various generations of computers. Give some examples

of

compurers of each generations.

(b)

What are the functions of operating system? Give the difference between multitasking and
mult iprogramm ing operaiing sysrem.

(c)
(d)

What is ISO-OSI model? Briefly explain the functions of each layers of ISO-OSI model.
What do you mean by network topology? Give the advantages and disadvantages of Bus and
star topology.

(e)

Discuss the functioning of a web server and web browser. Also give two examples of web
server and web browser.

(1)

Write shon notes on

(D
(ii)
(g)

ISP (Internet Service Provider)

Firewall.

Write down the functionalities ofbridge, gateway, hub, switch and router.
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